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BLHA Spring Event

LOCAL HISTORY IN A PANDEMIC
Saturday, 27 March at 2 pm (Zoom Talk)
With ongoing restrictions related to the current pandemic, the BLHA
is very pleased to be able to present the Spring 2021 Event on
Saturday, 27 March. Geoff Saunders (Archaeological Officer,
Planning Services, Bedford Borough) and Matt Tuohy (Historic
Environment Record Officer, Bedford Borough) will be the speakers
and present a talk entitled ‘Local History in a Pandemic’.
The talk will cover the complications we have faced during the
pandemic, how they have been overcome (or not!), with a focus on
the recent work of the Bedford Borough Historic Environment Team
over the past year. This work includes the recent large-scale
evaluations along the proposed route of the new A428 bypass in the
east of the Borough along with numerous small and large-scale
investigations associated with various development proposals.
The talk will also cover the results of archaeological works
reported on and reviewed over the past year.
HER Officer Matt Tuohy will provide updates on the Historic
Environment Record and some of the more interesting recent
enhancements he has made to it.
The event will take place via Zoom on Saturday, 27 March at 2
pm. The talk will last for approximately 1 hour and there will be a
questions and answers session to follow. If you would like to join
for what will be a fascinating talk, then please contact the BLHA
Secretary to book your place and receive full details on how to join.
Please provide your name and the name of the society to which
you belong to: secretary@bedfordshire-lha.org.uk
See next page
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1m LIDAR resolution for deserted medieval settlement at Chellington.

Evaluation trenches over a crop marks area, Black Cat Roundabout,
summer 2020.
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BLHA AGM & Conference:
‘Life on the Home Front’
BHRS had proposed to host the 2020 BLHA Conference, with
the theme of ‘Life on the Home Front during both World Wars’.
Preparations were well-advanced last spring, but sadly we had
to postpone it due to the Covid-19 pandemic. We re-booked the
conference for the autumn, but that also had to be cancelled
due to the restrictions on gatherings. I made a further attempt
to re-arrange it for June 2021, but it now looks highly unlikely
that this date can go ahead. We considered running a cut-down
programme by ‘Zoom’, but concluded that talks from two or
three speakers would be unlikely to do justice to the subject. I
have therefore agreed with the BLHA that we cannot proceed
with a conference this summer, but BHRS will hold open its
offer to host the conference in a future year. Please accept my
apologies. BAALHS, however, planned to produce a special June
2021 issue of Bedford Local History Magazine, focusing on
Bedford during the Second World War. This will still go ahead
and may be of interest to you. If you would like to receive a free
copy by post, please email your address to the BLHA Secretary
secretary@bedfordshire-lha.org.uk and I will send you a copy
when it is available.
Bob Ricketts
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The Addingtons of Langford and Henlow*
In the eastern part of Henlow churchyard there is a tall stone cross. Years of
weathering have marked the stone and yellow lichen has all but hidden the
words. But with patience one can trace that it
is to the memory of ‘the Rev Henry Addington
of Henlow Grange, for 20 years Vicar of
Langford, died 15th August 1883’, and also to
‘Matilda Frances, daughter of Thomas
Alexander Raynsford, wife of Rev Henry
Addington, died July 6th 1867’. That is all. But
the story of the Addingtons – what they did
for the villages of Langford and Henlow and
the dramatic events that followed Henry
Addington’s death all those years ago – are
worth recording.
Left: Memorial to Henry and Matilda Addington in
Henlow churchyard

Henry Addington was born at Goldington
on 20 August 1820, the son of Captain S
Addington, RN. He was educated at Bedford
Grammar School and at Lincoln College, Oxford. He was ordained in 1844 and
went as curate, first, to Castle Ashby and in the next year to Harpenden. In
1850 he became Vicar of Langford and soon after built a new vicarage there.
On 3 August 1852, at Henlow church, he married Matilda Frances Raynsford.
daughter of Thomas Alexander Raynsford of Henlow Grange and holder of
the manors of Henlow Warden and Henlow Llanthony. They had three
daughters, Frances, born 1855; twins Emily and May born 1857; and one son,
Thomas Alexander Edwards, born 1859, who were all baptised at Henlow
church.
When a fire destroyed a wheelwright’s shop in Langford between the
churchyard and the main road, Henry Addington saw the opportunity to
build a school on the site, and in 1863 a trust deed signed by him and Charles
Fowler and John Grant, churchwardens, was drawn up to provide ‘for a school
for the education of children and adults, or children only of the labouring,
manufacturing and other poorer classes in the parish of Langford, and for no
1
other purpose’.
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[Langford old school, founded
by Henry Addington. It
consisted of two schoolrooms
separated by a corridor which
was lined with coat hooks.
The southern room was used
by boys and the northern by
girls until mixed schooling
was introduced. In the playground were toilet blocks and
the playground was
completely walled in. The
photo shows the school in
process of demolition in 1972
to be replaced by the Church
1
Room, Ed. ]

While at Langford he furthered the great love of archaeology and
antiquities he had acquired at Oxford. He undertook the task of taking
rubbings of all the sepulchral brasses and monuments in the county, visiting
most of the churches within its boundaries. This work brought him
recognition in Bedfordshire and beyond.
On 6 July 1867 Mrs Addington died ‘after many years of uncomplaining
suffering’ as Henry Addington recorded on the cross he erected to her
memory in Langford churchyard. She was 47 years old and only survived her
mother, who died at the age of 82, presumably at Henlow Grange, by a few
weeks.
Early in 1868 Henry Addington faced another challenge. Major-General
Hanbury Raynsford, the seventh and last surviving son of Richard Raynsford,
died on 28 April at the age of 85. He had held Henlow Grange since the death
of Mrs Addington’s father in 1854. With the last Raynsford gone, Henry
Addington succeeded to the Grange Estates ‘in right of his wife’. One of the
first things he did when he inherited was to put in hand a remarkable housebuilding programme. Between 1869 and 1871 he built at least 24 houses for
people of the working class. Twelve of these are in what in recent years has
been classed as the ‘hard core of Henlow’, the others are scattered round the
village. They are all recognisable by what we might call ‘the Addington plaque’
built into the front of each group. This consists of a barrel – or ‘tun’ –
bordered by foliage, with the date at the top and the initials ‘H.A.’ at the
bottom. So, in three years, he must have provided homes for about 100
people: and also work for a lot of them. He also built outbuildings in the
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Crown Inn yard and at Town Farm. The latter have now been converted into
two bungalows.
He started all this while still vicar of Langford, albeit with the help of a
curate who is worth a mention. The Rev Christopher C Ewbank first saw
Henry Addington at Langford in November 1867, became curate in June 1868
and took his first service there on Trinity Sunday, 7 June. He became vicar two
years later and stayed there until his death in 1933 at the age of 88.

Above, left, Nos 1, 3 and 5
Park Lane and, right, the
terracotta plaque
commemorating their
erection by Henry Addington

in 1871.

Right, Nos 45, 47, 49 High
Street, built in 1870.
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Nos 38, 40, 42 High
Street built in 1871.

Henry Addington resigned the living at Langford and came with his young
family to live at the Grange sometime in 1870. In the 1871 census his eldest
daughter Frances was entered as ‘head of the household’ at the age of 15.
The larger rooms at the Grange gave him more scope to exhibit his ‘famous
collection of brasses, plate and china’. But he did not forsake his calling and
helped out at services at the Parish Church, as when on 21 September 1871 he
officiated at the wedding of William Ray and Ann Ashwell.
In 1880 his son came of age and in that year he built the two groups of four
houses opposite Chestnut Farm, presumably as a present for Thomas, for they
bear his initials and the date. They have been known through the years as the
‘T.A.E.A.’ cottages. Three years later on 15 August 1883 Henry died after a short
illness at the age of 63. His funeral took place on Wednesday, 22 August, but
not before an unusual delay that must have caused quite a stir in the village.
The time had been fixed for mid-day, and the interment was to have been in
the Raynsford family vault where Mrs Addington had been laid 16 years
earlier. But at the last moment it was disclosed – possibly by someone arriving
at the Grange that morning – that it had been Henry Addington’s wish to be
buried in the open churchyard among the ordinary people.
To honour this wish other arrangements had to be made hastily. The time
was deferred and a site was chosen that would allow later for a double brickbuilt grave to be made to which the remains of Mrs Addington could be
removed from the vault. A temporary grave was quickly dug and the funeral
cortège was able to leave the Grange at 3.30 pm. The coffin was borne, by
request of the deceased, by men employed at the Grange and they may have
carried him all the way. Many people attended, some of whom had come a
long way. All the tenants of the Grange Estate were there and all the servants
at the house, and the shops were closed for the day. The service was
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conducted by Rev W Holsgrove, vicar of Henlow, assisted by the Rev C C
Ewbank. The family mourners were his son and heir Thomas Alexander
Edwards Addington, and two sons-in-law, Mr McPherson and Mr Grant. The
coffin was completely covered by wreaths ‘lovingly placed there by Mr
Addington’. Did any of the watchers have any foreboding of what a year would
bring?
Many tributes were paid to Henry Addington after his death. The
Bedfordshire Architectural and Archaeological Society’s report of 1883 said:
The past year is marked by the loss of one whose name has been long familiar, not
only in Bedfordshire but far beyond to those engaged in antiquarian pursuits, the Rev
Henry Addington. MA.

The Bedfordshire Times and Independent of 25 August 1883 wrote of him:
We have this week the sad duty of recording the death of the Rev Henry Addington
MA of Henlow Grange. Mr Addington was well known in the county and much
respected, forming one of the few remaining links with a bygone generation which is
fast passing out of remembrance.

It concluded:
His genial manner and open hospitality caused him to be much esteemed as a friend
and neighbour.

Strange, then, that such a man should have had such an irresponsible son.
For Thomas Alexander Edwards Addington., who was only 24 years old
when he inherited the Grange estates, seems to have rejected all that his
father had stood and worked for. There seems to be no recorded evidence
about him but there is no doubt he was a gambler on a large scale. Stories
have been handed down of gambling sessions in the coffee houses of London
and of wild parties at the Grange. Even so, he must have gambled for very
high stakes: for at least by mid-summer of 1884 he was bankrupt. The bailiffs
were called in, and on 26 September the whole of the estates were up for
auction to help pay his debts. So after 300 years the line of descent of the
Manors of Henlow Warden and Henlow Llanthony was broken.
The auction was conducted at The Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, by
Messrs Farebrother, Ellis, Clark and Co. The ‘Particulars, Plans and
Conditions of Sale’ need a very detailed study fully to appreciate what it
meant to the village for practically all of it was involved. Here is only a broad
outline. The whole estate was divided into 41 lots, including some in the
parishes of Langford and Arlesey. Lot No 1 was the ‘Highly Important
Residential Estate including the Manors of Henlow Warden and Henlow
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Llanthony – known as Henlow Grange’. Included in this was the Park area and
Park Farm, known later as Poppy Hill. In the other lots were the following
farms: City Field, Old Field, Middle Field, West Field, Old Manor, New
Manor, Town, Church, and Langford. Included also were numerous cottages,
dwelling-houses, etc, ‘forming almost the entire village of Henlow’.

Title page of the
1884 sale catalogue
of the Henlow
Grange Estate.
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At the auction only about half the lots in Henlow were sold, the rest not
reaching the reserves set on them. If the figures written on some catalogues
are-correct, the value of the lots sold was in the region of £50,000 and the
amount at which the others were withdrawn was about £70,000.
The unsold lots were again put up for auction on 23 June 1885. the
gardeners’ cottage and 35 acres being separated from the Grange, and it would
seem that most of them were sold. But not Lot No 1 – the Grange. No doubt
efforts were made to sell the remaining lots by private treaty but this seems to
have failed for on Tuesday, 12 May 1887, they were put up for auction again ‘For
Absolute Sale, by Order of the Mortgagees, at very low reserves’. As well as the
Grange, there was ‘a valuable freehold building site . . . formerly used as the
Henlow Workhouse’. This was the site where Mrs Ellen Mary Holesgrove built
the Vicar’s Club Room in 1893 in memory of her husband. Also in this auction
were the eight TAEA cottages.
It would seem that all except Lot No 1 were sold. In 1889 the Grange was in
the possession of the Alliance Bank, who in 1890 sold it to Edward Hammond
Thompson of Clapham Common, Surrey, who only seemed to have bought it
as an investment, for he installed William Kefford of Park Farm as caretaker.
In 1891 he sold it to Mr George J Gribble of Hans Place, London, who with his
family took up residence at the Grange on Friday, 2 July 1892, amid great
rejoicings in the village. But that is another story!
What happened to Thomas Alexander Edwards Addington and to his
three sisters is not known. At least two of the latter were safely married before
the disaster came, and they seem to have severed all connections with the
village. But the name of Henry Addington lives on. The school he helped
1
build at Langford has now gone but his Vicarage still stands. At Henlow, his
initials, and those of his profligate son, look boldly down from the houses he
built. They have been part of the Henlow scene for over 100 years, and no
doubt will still be so after the words on the cross in the churchyard have been
completely covered.
Philip Bywaters
Notes

* This article first appeared in the Bedfordshire Magazine, Vol 19, No 150, Autumn
1984, and is reproduced here by kind permission of the copyright owner: © the
Bedfordshire Historical Record Society, 1984, 2021.
[1. The photograph of the Langford old school was not part of the original article
and comes from Langford through the Lens, vol 2. The Church Room now stands on
the site of the school with the modern village school immediately opposite. The old
school was on the site of a wheelwright’s premises operated by Edward Smith – it
burnt down in 1864 and John Smith sold the cleared site to the church. Rev
Addington’s vicarage is no longer used as such and was referred to as an ‘eccentric
design’ in the 2014 edition of Pevsner. Ed.]
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Langford in the Nineteenth Century
The repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846 helped to change the shape of farming
in Langford and the labourers were unlikely to benefit. Between 1850 and
1880 the number of land workers fell by 20 per cent. Industries in towns and
cities were doing better and the Rev M E Welby and the Dean of
Westminster, both absent large landowners, sold their Langford land in 1875.
This may have contributed to the decline of agriculture.
Several bad harvests including that in 1879 ruined many farms in the
county. Foreign imports of grain from USA and Canada made it worse. Some
farms including those of John Cooper, Robert Isherwood and Robert Grant,
changed from cereals to beef and milk production where they owned
suitable pasture near the river. Labourers became unemployed and often had
to resort to either moving to the towns or working in straw-plaiting for the
Luton hat trade.
The 1851 census shows that there were 986 people in Langford. Most men
were farm labourers and 110 women and children were straw-plaiters and
cutters. The straw was woven into strips of various widths and designs and
then sold to dealers who supplied the hat trade in Luton. It was light work
and it could be done indoors or outdoors depending on the weather. There
was a straw-plaiting school in Langford where children were taught this
useful money-earning skill. 17 men were listed in the census as straw dealers
and 17 as farmers or market gardeners. There were shepherds, a drainer of
land, millers, dressmakers, wheelwrights and blacksmiths as well as 8
publicans. A new vicarage for Henry Addington was built in 1850. It was
common for families to have many children to help support the household.
Tithe Farm was bought from Rev Welby by Edmund Piper in 1875 and he
passed it on to Robert Isherwood. Charles Fowler owned Church End Farm
and employed 12 men on his 225 acres. Many children did not attend school
as it was too costly. In 1870 school became compulsory and Langford School
opened in 1873. Robert Cater was schoolmaster until 1920.
Ashbury Farm was occupied by John Cooper and Bays Farm of 400 acres
was in the partnership of Joseph Gudgin and Josiah Cole. They employed 21
men and 9 boys.
James Barton, whose family owned the butchers shop, left Langford to
work as a saddler and harness maker in London. He was very successful
when he invented a new type of harness. When he died in 1885 he left a
fortune of £15,000 so that alms-houses could be built at Turvey. Today they
have been re-built into 26 bungalows and a community hall.
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The first train to use the new East Coast mainline passed through
Langford in 1850 and, without a station, farmers had to take their produce to
Biggleswade or Arlesey until 1876 when a siding was built in Langford for
loading and unloading trucks. This is why we have a Station Road but no
station!
Towards Astwick there was Vine Farm where shepherd Francis Wheeler
lived and Hill Farm with Robert and Caroline Grant who rented the land
from Rev Welby. They had 500 acres, 28 employees, 2 servants and six
children.
John Ball occupied Balls Farm just east of the railway in Dark Lane (now
East Road). Further east in the lane known as Hungry Hill was another farm
called Bleak Farm or Cock Lodge.
The 1852 census records several residents as paupers on parish relief. The
reason for such poverty was the fall in demand for land workers as
mechanisation took over. The birth rate increased (from 989 people in 1851
to 1250 people in 1871) and the death rate decreased. Infant mortality was less
than the previous century. Smallpox was on the wane but tuberculosis was
ever present. Typhoid was a killer with poor sewage disposal and
contaminated water. Crown Lane had a ‘jam factory’ which was slang for a
depository for refuse and sewage.
One poor boy in the census was described as ‘a nothing’. Some poor folk
ended up in the poor house or the new Arlesey asylum which opened in
1860. As the population increased the depression became more severe. There
was less farm work available and no viable alternative. Poverty in Langford
moved the vicar to write to the Bishop of Ely in 1883 for help.
Straw-plaiting paid little – 3d (old pence) for a roll of 20 yards in length. If
rolls were short or poor quality the dealers refused to pay and burned the lot!
There were well-defined divisions in class between the poor and the
gentry. This created bitter feelings between church and chapel which lasted
for many generations. There were some Methodists who would have cheered
to see the church pulled down and there were some Anglicans who mocked
the ‘ranters’ and the ‘long-eared uns’. This division continued until after the
First World War and it resulted in a dispute over the war memorial in the
churchyard. Some Methodists refused to allow the names of their dead to be
put on it and some Anglicans were glad they were not so added.
As an open village with no large landowners or squires the yeoman
farmers became more influential in Langford. A school board was set up, a
parish council was established, political clubs became active and a strong
temperance movement prevailed to counter ‘the demon drink’ available from
the many pubs and beer shops.
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Part of Langford in 1827. Map shows: 57 the mill; 18 the church; 19 site of the new
school; 54 the poor house and Church End Farm; 61 The Wrestlers pub; 66 The ‘jam
factory’ (rubbish dump) in Crown Lane; Back Lane now Station Road; River Ivel
straightened in anticipation of more barges; Ivel navigation from the river to Shefford.

Notes made by John Shipman from The People of The Long Ford by
Michael Rutt.

—

Bedfordshire Dialect
This is by way of a postscript to Trevor Stewart's article on ‘Bedfordshire
dialect’ in HIB of Winter 2020-21 (Vol 9 No 2, p 21), and at the same time
introduces an author whose work will bring delight to all readers of HIB.
Frederick Brittain (1893–1969) was for 50 years a classics don at Jesus
College, Cambridge, and wrote a well-regarded history of the college, and
other books about the college’s boat club and St Redegunde whose nunnery
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buildings became the nucleus of the college. He also wrote books about
Latin literature. But in addition to his devotion to Cambridge and his
college, he was intensely interested in two tiny areas in England. One was
South Mymms (as he usually spelled it) now in Hertfordshire. The other was
the Beds/Herts border and especially the Stondons.
In 1931 he published a history of South Mymms and extolled the beautiful
unspoilt countryside of this forgotten corner of (then) Middlesex. A later
book was Mostly Mymms (W Heffer & Sons Ltd, Cambridge, 1954). I mention
it because it has three short pieces about Bedfordshire. Doubtless because of
the book’s title, these essays are not as well known in our county as they
should be.
The first, ‘My Grandfather’, establishes Brittain’s ancestral roots. The
grandfather in question, Mark Brittain, was the village tailor in Stondon till
his death in 1921 aged 86. Brittain lovingly describes the tiny house where his
11 children were born. He had originally come from Clophill, though as
Brittain points out there were Brittains at Stondon Manor in the 14th
century. Frederick Brittain, perhaps because he no longer lived in Beds, had
a sharp ear for Bedfordshire dialect and gives plenty of examples: th’ ’ewse
(the house) and Mark’s ‘bayver’ which consisted of a slice of bread and a
‘mossel o’ cheeäse’.
This sketch also formed part of Brittain’s autobiography, It’s a Don’s Life,
published posthumously by his widow in 1972. This provides more about
Brittain’s Bedfordshire origins. He describes how his father (born 1866) was
given the name Elijah but hated it, and, as his birth had never been
registered and that of his slightly younger brother William had, and as also
poor William had died in infancy, he effectively hijacked William’s identity
and called himself William. There is a lesson for family historians here!
The second sketch, ‘The Dirt House’, is wholly about dialect. In his
autobiography, Brittain states that he prided himself on his proficiency in
the Bedfordshire dialect – ‘a proficiency that I have never lost’. Nevertheless
in Mostly Mymms he relates a misfortune connected with this that overtook
him when back in Beds on a visit. He essayed a reply to the country folk in
their own dialect. To tell you more would spoil the story. In his preface
Brittain says:
In ‘The Dirt House’ I have tried to record the Bedfordshire dialect as it was spoken
about the time of the First World War. It is used less extensively now [ie, early 1950s];
but cinemas, wireless, and widespread education have not been able to extirpate it.
As an ardent supporter of the dialect, I trust that it will survive the onslaught of
television also.
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The third sketch, ‘Feeny Arnold’, is about a disabled inhabitant of Lower
Stondon, born probably in the 1850s. His injury came about when the sides
of a pit fell on him when he was digging for coprolites. A coprolite is, excuse
me, fossilised poo, and there was a curious industry in the mining of such
things to provide phosphate fertiliser. Brittain says in his autobiography that
his father (Elijah/William Brittain) was also a coprolite digger, starting at the
age of 7 for a few pence a week, till at 10 years old he became a farm labourer,
six days a week from 6 till 5.30 at 3 shillings for a week. Eventually he became
a gardener which was rather more congenial and presumably also paid much
1
better. In Brittain’s Diaries he refers to his father as Tolman (‘The Old Man’)
who lived into his 90s. In 1950 Brittain recorded a conversation with Tolman
about the good old days (!) in 1914: when farm labourers still earned only 10
shillings a week, their children rarely saw fresh milk, tea leaves were reused,
and a square meal for a working man was a ‘watermess’, consisting of bread
soaked in water. Otherwise the Diaries have disappointingly little to add
about Beds.
One further story in Mostly Mymms is about Admiral Byng, who, of
course, had Beds connections being both born and buried at Southill, though
the story is set in Barnet and Knightsland, Byng’s Hertfordshire house near
South Mymms.
Although Jesus College, Cambridge, came to be the dominant interest in
Brittain’s life, Bedfordshire and South Mymms are the two foundations. In
‘My Grandfather’ he refers to the ‘pleasant unspoiled country . . . where
Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire meet’ – an area which he admits fascinates
him. He also extols the isolation of South Mymms in several pages of his
autobiography and quotes Richard Jefferies, the Victorian writer about the
countryside: ‘I do not want to change: I want the same old and loved things,
the same wild flowers, the same trees, . . . and I want them in the same
place.’ And on another page he mentions the quietness of South Mymms
during the war, where one could hear the song of the birds, elsewhere
drowned out by the roar of traffic, and where odours were not obliterated by
the stench of petrol fumes. Mercifully, he died in 1969, before the
desecration by the South Mimms [sic] Service Station at the intersection of
the M25 and the A1(M). His other passion, south Bedfordshire, has survived
better.
Brittain writes beautifully and with humour and generosity. Mostly
Mymms, is a very small book (4¼ x 6¾ inches – I don’t think he would have
known what a centimetre was – and it is under 100 pages), but well worth a
place on the Bedfordshire bookshelf. I venture to suggest that every reader of
HIB should get hold of it and read these essays.
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Note
1. Self-published long after his death by Brittain’s widow as Fifty Years at Jesus –
surely a title likely to cause a born-again Christian to expect a fitting addition to the
devotional bookshelf. In other respects, too, it is a curious book. The best bits have
already been filleted by the autobiography, and a lot of explanatory matter consists of
verbatim text from the autobiography. The published Diaries start in 1919 when
Brittain won his place at Jesus College, so we have almost nothing about his Beds
relations, though I am advised by Jesus College (who now own the Diaries) that the
earliest entries are from 1910.

Richard Morgan

—

Vera Brittain searches for John Bunyan
Why did Vera Mary Brittain (29 December 1893–29 March 1970) a Voluntary
Aid Detachment First World War (VAD) nurse, writer, feminist, socialist and
pacifist search for John Bunyan? In 1950 she published In the Steps of John
Bunyan: An excursion into Puritan England, which was reprinted in 1970 and
again 1987.
Left: Vera Brittain, c 1918

Her best-selling 1933 book was, of course
Testament of Youth, recounting her experiences during the First World War and the
beginning of her journey towards pacifism.
Vera Brittain was born in Newcastleunder-Lyme, the daughter of a well-to-do
paper manufacturer (he owned paper mills in
Hanley and Cheddleton) – Thomas Arthur
Brittain (1864–1935) and his wife, Edith
Bervon Brittain (1868–1948). When Vera was
18 months old, the family moved to
Macclesfield, Cheshire, and, aged 11, moved
again; to the spa town of Buxton in
Derbyshire. While growing up, her only brother Edward was her closest
companion. At 13, she was sent to St Monica's boarding school, Kingswood,
Surrey, where her aunt was the principal. After this she was able to persuade
her father to allow her to read English Literature at Somerville College,
Oxford. In the summer of 1915 she delayed her degree after one year to allow
her to volunteer as a Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD) nurse for the greater
part of the First World War, at first at the Devonshire Hospital in Buxton
and later in London, Malta and France. Her fiancé, Roland Leighton, close
friends Victor Richardson and Geoffrey Thurlow, and her brother Edward,
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were all killed in the war. Their letters to each other are documented in
Letters from a Lost Generation.
Vera came back to Oxford after the war to read history, but found it
difficult to adjust to life in post-war England. She met the novelist Winifred
1
Holtby, and a close friendship developed, both wanting to become writers.
This lasted until Holtby's death from kidney failure in 1935. At Somerville she
met Dorothy L Sayers (crime writer and poet), Hilda Reid (novelist and
historian), Margaret Kennedy (novelist and playwright), and Sylvia
Thompson (novelist, writer and public speaker).
In 1925, Brittain married political scientist George Catlin, (1896–1979).
Unfortunately, Vera had a bad relationship with their son, John BrittainCatlin (1927–1987), who was an artist, painter, businessman, and the author
of the autobiography Family Quartet, which appeared in 1987. In 1930 their
daughter, now Baroness Shirley Williams of Crosby, was born and became a
Labour Cabinet Minister, and a Liberal Democrat peer. She was one of the
‘Gang of Four’ rebels on the right-wing of the Labour Party who defected to
found the SDP in 1981. She accompanied her mother on her tour of
Bedfordshire while researching the John Bunyan book.
Vera caused a scandal with her first published novel, The Dark Tide
(1923), by caricaturing dons at Oxford, especially at Somerville. In 1933, she
published the book which led to her becoming famous – Testament of Youth,
followed by Testament of Friendship (1940) – her tribute to and biography of
Winifred Holtby – and Testament of Experience (1957), the continuation of
her own story, covering the years between 1925–1950. She wrote from the
heart, mainly basing her novels on actual experiences and actual people.
Honourable Estate (1936) was autobiographical. She published her diaries
from 1913–17 in 1981 as Chronicle of Youth.
In the 1920s, Vera spoke regularly on behalf of the League of Nations
Union, but in June 1936 after speaking at a peace rally, Dick, Sheppard
invited her to join the Peace Pledge Union. She replied in January 1937 that
she would and later that year, joined the Anglican Pacifist Fellowship. Her
pacifism was active and practical during the Second World War (when she
began a series of Letters to Peacelovers), by helping the war effort, working as
a fire warden and raising funds for the Peace Pledge Union’s food relief
campaign She spoke against saturation bombing of German cities in her 1944
booklet Massacre by Bombing, but was vilified for it. The Nazis' Black Book
of nearly 3,000 people to be immediately arrested in Britain after a German
invasion included her name.
From the 1930s, Vera was a regular contributor to the pacifist Peace News,
becoming a member of the magazine's editorial board, and during the 1950s
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and 1960s wrote against apartheid and colonialism and in favour of nuclear
disarmament.
In November 1966, she suffered a fall in a London street going to a
speaking engagement. She spoke, but afterwards discovered a fractured left
arm and broken little finger of her right hand. These injuries started a
physical decline and she became more confused and withdrawn. She had
never fully come to terms with the death in June 1918 of her brother, Edward,
and, after she died in Wimbledon on 29 March 1970, aged 76, her will
requested her ashes to be scattered on Edward's grave on the Asiago Plateau
in Italy – ‘for nearly 50 years much of my heart has been in that Italian village
cemetery’, and her daughter honoured the request in September 1970.
—
But to return to Bedfordshire and John Bunyan: it seems that soon after, or
perhaps towards the end of the Second World War, Vera Brittain, then in her
early 50s, undertook to trace John Bunyan’s life and to do so on the ground.
It seems that she stayed at the De Parys Hotel in Bedford where Mrs Audrey
Samet allowed Vera the use of her own car, but using Vera’s petrol
allowance!
After this Vera enlisted the services of the then Deputy Borough
Librarian, Cyril Hargreaves, who in his official capacity not only provided
lots of information, but took the majority of the photographs in the book,
which has more than 50 illustrations.
Mr Joseph Whiting and the trustees of the Bunyan Meeting allowed Vera
to inspect ‘their treasures’. Mr F T Wells, the custodian of the Meeting
accompanied Vera to Bunyan’s birthplace and the scenes of his mission.
The Mayor and Assistant Solicitor weighed in with help from the Borough
records and Joyce Godber, the then County Archivist, is acknowledged for
‘generous help in relation to recent Bunyan discoveries’. So all these, and
many other people also thanked, enabled Vera to produce a work of some
440 pages which is a biography of Bunyan linked to the places where he
lived, preached and was imprisoned and which is sympathetic and very
readable.
The book is the product of deep and careful research of all the sources
available to her (10 pages of Bibliography) and considerable travelling within
Bedfordshire to see all the relevant sites. This is not the product of an ivory
tower academic but almost a serious investigative journalist, backed by
historical study, covering the ground in person and delving into all the
controversies relating to Bunyan and delivering her opinion on them.
In 20 chapters and a postscript she tracks Bunyan’s life from his
Christening, early years, soldiering, returning home and working as a tinker
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to his conversion and the conflicts, tragedies and triumphs which followed,
always related to the places in Bedfordshire which gave him inspiration.
I was struck how the author’s faith and sympathy with Bunyan shone
through the pages as she unfolded the story.
In the book she refers to survivals from Bunyan’s time and the memorials
to his life and work that could be seen in Bedford, Bedfordshire and London.
(With reference to Bedford, see Trevor Stewart’s article in HIB 8.11, Summer
2020, page 17.) She also referred to her adventures as she followed the trail
through Bedfordshire. But she points out that the story is Bunyan’s and not
hers and though: ‘the author of The Pilgrim’s Progress has led me into a
pilgrimage, my purpose is to recreate for you his own pilgrimage through
“the wilderness of this world”.’ She sought to present Bunyan without
introducing anything which he would not been aware of, but in relation to
17th century England and that England in relation to Europe of that time.
When I was a child my Father had a copy of The Pilgrim’s Progress which
he received as a Sunday school prize and kept throughout his life. The book
was readily accessible, kept in a sideboard, and from time to time I used to
dip into it and have to admit that my child’s brain did not understand its
message and I viewed it as a rather strange religious adventure story with
some very unusual place names. Some 70 years later, this deficiency has been
remedied by Vera Brittain’s fascinating book.
Vera’s comments on Bedfordshire of the time, now three-quarters of a
century ago, are worth relating so we can see how much has changed and
stayed the same:
. . . the country in which [Bunyan] lived, the immemorial England of small farms and
cultivated fields, added throughout a sunny Autumn its peculiar stimulus to the
smallest item of research.
2
In Bedford they tell me with sorrow that a member of the Brains Trust asked
which county was the most beautiful, replied that he did not know, but Bedfordshire
was the ugliest . . .
What traveller will believe it when he knows the brick and timber villages of
North Bedfordshire, with their ancient churches folded into the fertile valley of the
Ouse? What visitor will agree who has seen the wooded Greensand Ridge, which
sweeps across the centre of the county from Woburn, through Ampthill to Potton . . .
If Bedfordshire is in fact our ugliest county, then England must be Paradise
indeed . . .
I have two protests to register, mildly but firmly, though they do not concern the
people of Bedfordshire alone.
. . . churches and chapels contain so much of England’s history, that I wish they
were conscious of their obligation to discover and record it . . . The attractive booklet
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on its own history made available to visitors to St Mary’s, Bedford, deserves imitation
on the widest possible scale . . .
I must register a second grievance against farmers and other proprietors who
stretch five-barred gates, plentifully reinforced by barbed wire entanglements, across
ancient footways still trustfully marked on survey maps. My protest includes the local
authorities which not only permit them to do so, but issue prohibitions rather than
guides to the traveller in pursuit of historical survivals.
At Harrowden my search for the site of John Bunyan’s long vanished birth place,
marked by no memorial, involved an undirected waist-deep plunge through a field of
Brussels sprouts. At Stevington, the technically illegal attempt to locate the old
Nonconformist baptising place in The Holmes wood beside the Ouse meant a battle
with briars and brambles in which my clothes were the losers, though I found the
place in the end.
I should be sorry to put on record how often I disregarded the severe warnings to
trespassers put up by the Bedfordshire County Council, and hurried, impeded by the
heavy clay soil . . . through the forbidden meadow.
The pedestrian in search of history or geography still has his rights; he should not
be compelled to risk breaking his limbs, tearing his flesh and incurring the
indignation of surprised animals, in this inoffensive social pursuit. Bedfordshire
needs a Society for the Protection of Ancient Footways to reinforce the national
policy of protecting the countryside . . .
This England of John Bunyan is the England of us all; it is yours and mine. We are
the privileged inheritors of the green mellow land, rich in traditions and memories,
which neither war nor revolution has yet destroyed . . .

As usual Vera was ahead of her time and now we have the ‘right to roam’ or
‘freedom to roam’, which means you can access some land across England
without having to use paths – known as ‘open access land’ or ‘access land’
and includes mountains, moors, heaths and downs that are privately owned
and common land registered with the local council and some land around
the England Coast Path. But it is subject to exceptions, limitations and
permissions. You can now use public rights of way to cross any land which is
3
‘excepted land’.
It is strange that Vera’s book does not figure in the select bibliography of
4
her work on Wikipedia and there is no clue in the book whether she was
commissioned to write it or whether it was her own project, though Baroness
Shirley Williams (who accompanied her mother on the research) says, in a
blurb on the jacket, that her mother ‘deeply loved Pilgrim’s Progress and saw
it as a metaphor for the challenges and dangers that many people encounter
during their lives’. So perhaps the book grew out of that love.
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The edition I have was published in 1987 by Bedfordshire Leisure Services
to commemorate the 300th anniversary of Bunyan’s death in 1688 falling in
1988. On Amazon there was just this edition and only one copy available for
£2.80, so it seems that the book is truly out of print and out of mind.
Vera Brittain's archive was sold in 1971 to McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario. A further collection of papers, collected by Paul Berry
and Mark Bostridge collected when writing their authorised biography of
Vera, was donated by them to Somerville College Library, Oxford.
There is a blue plaque at 58 Doughty Street, London, to Vera and
Winifred Holtby and a promenade has been named after Vera in Hamburg, a
city which was heavily bombed in the Second World War.
Sources and further reading
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vera_Brittain
Vera Brittain: In the Steps of John Bunyan: An excursion into Puritan England
(Bedford: Bedfordshire Leisure Services, 1987).
Vera Brittain by Hilary Bailey (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1987).
Vera Brittain: A Life, by Paul Berry and Mark Bostridge (Chatto & Windus, 1995;
Pimlico, 1996; Virago 2001, 2008).
Vera Brittain: A Feminist Life, by Deborah Gorham (University of Toronto Press,
2000).
Vera Brittain and the First World War, by Mark Bostridge (Bloomsbury: 2014).

Notes
1. Winifred Holtby (23 June 1898–29 September 1935) was an English novelist and
journalist, best known for her novel South Riding, which was posthumously published
in 1936. After Vera Brittain's marriage in 1925 to George Catlin, Holtby shared her
friend's homes in Nevern Place and subsequently at 19 Glebe Place, Chelsea; Catlin
resented the arrangement and his wife's close friendship with Holtby, who
nevertheless became an adoptive aunt to Brittain's two children, John and Shirley
(Baroness Williams of Crosby). Holtby began to suffer from high blood pressure,
recurrent headaches and bouts of lassitude, and in 1931 was diagnosed with Bright's
disease. Her doctor gave her only two years to live. Aware of her impending death she
put all her remaining energy into what became her most important book, South
Riding. Winifred Holtby died on 29 September 1935, aged 37. She never married:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winifred_Holtby
2. The Brains Trust was an informational BBC radio and later television
programme popular in the United Kingdom during the 1940s and 1950s, on which a
panel of experts tried to answer questions sent in by the audience. The concept was
simple. Listeners or viewers sent in questions on subjects ranging from practical
conundrums to moral dilemmas for the panel members to answer. The panellists
were chosen for the unique contributions each could bring to the subject-matter –
from the most erudite and serious to the most irreverent and comedic.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Brains_Trust
3. https://www.gov.uk/right-of-way-open-access-land/use-your-right-to-roam
https://www.gov.uk/right-of-way-open-access-land/use-public-rights-of-way
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4. Selected bibliography: The Dark Tide (1923); Halcyon: Or, The Future of
Monogamy (To-day and To-morrow pamphlet series, 1929); Testament of Youth
(1933); Honourable Estate (1936); Testament of Friendship (1940); Seed of Chaos
(Massacre by Bombing: US title) (1944); Testament of Experience (1957); Chronicle of
Youth: The War Diary, 1913–1917, edited by Alan Bishop with Terry Smart (1981);
Letters from a Lost Generation, edited by Alan Bishop and Mark Bostridge (1998).

Ted Martin
—

Robert Atherton: From Plough to Parsonage
Both Bolnhurst and Keysoe parishes have had eccentric and interesting
incumbents during their long histories, so now we feature the life of Robert
Atherton who was Rector of Bolnhurst from 1888 to 1904.
The Rector’s father, also Robert, was one of five sons and three daughters
and, when he married Ellen Hesketh in May 1855, there was no room at the
family farm for them to live. On the 1861 census Robert is listed as a dealer in
provisions living in Liverpool with their first three children, John, born 1856,
Hannah, born 1858 and Thomas, born 1860. Robert junior was born in 1861
but both his parents died before he was four months old. The children were
then scattered and, in the 1871 census, John, aged 15, does not appear but
reappears when he is granted probate of his parents’ wills in 1880. Hannah
aged 12 was at a servants school at Casterton, Westmoreland, and Thomas,
aged 10, was with his uncle, Joseph Atherton, a farmer of 90 acres in Kirkby.
Robert was brought up by his maternal grandmother, Hannah Hesketh, who
lived at High Barn Farm, Simonswood, farming 50 acres and employing 4
labourers.
Robert’s childhood, by his own admission, was a lonely one for he lived
with his grandmother and uncle, John Hesketh, at High Barn Farm with no
children of his own age around. He caught smallpox when he was about
seven or eight years old and his face was seriously marked by the disease. In
later years he always wore a full beard, and the marking of his face is not
noticeable in photographs, but to a sensitive shy boy the pock-marks would
have probably seemed quite dreadful.
Robert attended the village school at Bickerstaffe but it was quite a
distance from High Barn Farm and he was not a regular attendee. However,
he obviously learnt to write because about the age of 14 he started writing
verse and it became an obsession which stayed with him for the rest of his
life.
His later claim to have been a ploughboy was probably true because,
whilst living on his uncle’s small farm, everyone would have been expected
to do his share of the work. Robert could well have been trained as a
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teamsman, doing all the work, including ploughing, with the horses. But he
was not satisfied with this life because, as he later wrote: ‘I was about
seventeen when, one evening, in the old kitchen, there came to me the
overwhelming desire to be a clergyman.’
People around him were not encouraging and it is hardly surprising that
they were not, when one remembers that to become a clergyman he would
have had to gain entrance to a theological college. To do that he would have
had to satisfy the college of his ability in Latin and Greek, and his capability
of going on to learn Hebrew. He had left school at 12 and at the age of 17
knew nothing of any of these languages so the chances of his succeeding
were remote.
Nevertheless, in 1883, at the age of 22, he entered St Aidan’s Theological
College at Birkenhead. In two years at the college, he tells us, he won the
second prize in the Cambridge Preliminary Examination for Holy Orders; a
parchment certificate for having taken the first class at the College, and the
Hebrew prize. Obviously, the five years of Robert’s life between 17 and 22 had
been spent to powerful effect.
In his life story, Robert claimed he did all his studying at home untaught
but it is likely that he was helped by the Vicar of Kirkby or by the
schoolmasters at either Kirkby or Bickerstaffe. However, undoubtedly, the
bulk of the work would certainly have had to be done on his own in the
evening, after a hard day’s work. The achievement is staggering and the
dedication with which Robert pursued his dream can only be admired. His
grandmother died on 28 March 1880 and it is likely that she left him
sufficient money to pay for his two years at theological college.
After he left St Aidan’s, Robert’s rise to a parish of his own was rapid. His
first curacy was at Church Gresley, in South Derbyshire. He was ordained
Deacon by Dr Ridding, the first Bishop of Southwall, in 1885. However, he
had a serious illness and had to give up this post but, after a few months
back at Simonswood, he was given a curacy at Great Houghton in
Northamptonshire. He was ordained priest at Peterborough in 1886 and on 6
December 1887 he married Ada Annie Banks at Holy Sepulchre Church,
Northampton.
In 1888, at the age of 27, he was presented to the living of Bolnhurst, near
Bedford. The stipend was £89 per year. The church itself was a very pleasant
building, noted mainly for an old market cross which stood just outside the
porch. The Rectory, although also pleasant to look at, was large and
expensive to maintain.
Two daughters were born to the couple: Martha Ellen Deborah Ada, born
23 May 1891 and Roberta Henrietta Frederica Josephine born 15 December
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1894. Unfortunately, the marriage broke down and on 22 April 1896 Ada filed
for a judicial separation. Robert’s Answer and Affidavit were filed on 8 July
1896 in which he denied all the charges. On 5 August the President of the
court gave leave for Terms of Agreement between the parties to be filed. The
parties agreed terms, the matter was settled and the petition struck out.
Whilst terms between Robert and Ada were agreed, they never again lived
together. Local gossip maintained that Ada had run off with her groom and
gone to America with her children and that, although the groom later
returned, Ada and her children stayed in America. They do not appear on
the 1901 or 1911 census but whether they were abroad or not I have been
unable to confirm. However, she never remarried and died on 3 February
1942 whilst living at 67 Sedgefield Road, London W12. She left £2541 8s 5d.
Probate was granted to her younger unmarried daughter, Roberta, with
whom she lived. Roberta died in 1957 at Northampton.
The elder daughter, Martha, married Percy Cooper at St Saviour’s Church,
Shepherd’s Bush, on 2 February 1913. There was one child from the marriage,
Peter Hilary Cooper, born 23 January 1914. He died in 1981.
With his family gone, Robert was left alone in the Rectory. In 1901 a book
of his poetry was published and received very favourable notices in
newspapers, both in the UK and in Australia. In order to augment his
stipend, he gave recitations of his verse around Bedfordshire but it does not
seem to have been very profitable. The congregation at the church began to
dwindle as Robert became more eccentric.
By 1903 only a very few were left in the congregation. Of these, three or
four were fairly young boys. These were taught by Robert to ring the church
bells and were sometimes given tea at the Rectory. Robert was fond of
children and, on his own in the house, he must have welcomed the company.
Then, in November 1903, Robert received a note from the Bishop of Ely
stating that he had been accused of certain offences and was to appear
before a Consistory Court on 16 January 1904. The alleged offences concerned
indecency in front of the boys. On the Sunday before the trial, Robert
preached his sermon from Psalm 86, verse 14: ‘O God, the Proud have risen
up against me and the Congregation of wicked men have sought after my
soul.’ At the trial, held before three clergymen and two laymen, Robert
defended himself against all the charges and managed to break down much
of the evidence against him. But on one of the three charges he was found
guilty. Within a few weeks he was deprived of his living – but he was not
allowed into his church even the day after the trial. On the Sunday, the
service was taken by a neighbouring clergyman and the congregation sat
wondering what Robert would do. He sat in the church in his robes and,
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when the time came for the sermon, made his way to the pulpit. He was
intercepted and taken back to his seat by the village constable and the
churchwarden – an ignominious end to his ecclesiastical career. Robert
maintained his innocence to the last. He had appealed but unfortunately he
could not raise the money required within the given timeframe. Obviously
poverty was not a legal excuse!
One of the witnesses against Robert maintained, at the time and until his
death, that Robert was guilty. However, at the end of the trial, it came down
to the word of a 13-year-old boy against that of the Rector. Before the Appeal,
Robert obtained counsel’s opinion which stated:
It is difficult to believe the defendant would have been convicted if he had been
charged with this offence before a Secular Court. It may have been that the witnesses
may have been put up to it, and at all events encouraged by those that desire the
defendant’s removal. Unfortunately the defendant did not seek legal assistance, or he
would have obtained full particulars of the allegations he had to meet. The
allegations as given in Court are inconsistent and at times contradictory, and it is
difficult to believe that any tribunal accustomed to weigh evidence would consider
such evidence alone sufficient to cause the dismissal of a servant, much less to
deprive a man of his profession.

Once he had reconciled himself to the loss of his hard-won career, he
turned to his other passion – poetry. He had been writing poetry since
boyhood and he decided to become a full-time poet, living by selling his
verse. He returned north, first, to Manchester, and thought he would take
his poems round and about, walking through Hanley and other places to
Walsall and thence through Lichfield to Rugby, where he stayed over
Christmas 1904. Then he went through Leamington and Warwick to
Stratford and stayed there for about four months. He intended to go to
Bristol but instead headed for Birmingham (May 1905) and stayed until
November. He walked on through Derby to Nottingham where he stayed
about two months over Christmas 1905. He walked through Leicester and
paid a visit to Bolnhurst and then went on through Northampton, Rugby
again, Warwick, Stratford, Redditch and back again to Birmingham. All these
journeys were on foot except from Northampton to Rugby. He stayed in
Birmingham until May 1906 but then wished to be again in Lancashire and
took a train to his home town of Liverpool where he stayed with his brother
until September 1907 when he returned to Manchester.
Whilst in Manchester he was living from the proceeds of the sale of his
books. He had a stall in Radcliffe Market Place when a journalist from the
Manchester Evening News, intrigued by Robert Atherton and his work, wrote
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a long article which appeared in the Evening News on 24 March 1908. The
article was headed ‘The Poet in the Market Place: The Luck of a Lancashire
Burns’. In the article the journalist tells the story of his encounter with
Robert. One small stall in the market was not lit and everyone was passing it
by.
Suddenly, out of the darkness comes a voice, a voice rich and eloquent. Those who
are indifferently passing pause a moment, then press forward to listen. And this is
what they hear:
‘Oh, sing me a song of the trees,
The brook that is bubbling by,
The song of the freshening breeze,
The song of the bright blue sky.
The song of the opening leaves,
The song of the bursting buds,
The song of the yellow sheaves,
The song of the bright green woods.’
As I look closer, I make out the figure of an oldish-looking man, tall, but with
stooping shoulders, long-haired, long-bearded, bright-eyed. On the stall in front of
him are a pile of printed papers and postcards, and a few bound volumes.

The article was very kind to the poet and gave his latest book a good
notice. The article was reprinted in the Wigan Observer and when Robert
sent them a copy of his book, he got another long article which was again
very sympathetic to him.
It is about this time that he seems to have been at his most active as a
wandering poet. He claimed in 1912 to have been in every town of any
importance in Lancashire. His method in all these places was the same. He
would take a market stall and try to interest the people with some account of
himself and his poetry. At times this seems to have been quite rewarding
but, of course, it was very variable.
Within a few years, however, he returned to live with various members of
his family but seems to have become more and more eccentric. Instead of
living in the house, he insisted on living by himself in a small wooden shack
or ‘shant’ at the back of the house. He was well-known in the village and was
probably regarded as ‘odd’. Clearly the people of the 1920s in Kirkby just saw
a shabby, rather scruffy old man, living in his ‘shant’, behaving most oddly.
Many of the people who had witnessed his triumph of becoming a parson
against all the odds must have been dead.
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When he died in December 1930 he was buried in the churchyard of St
Chad’s, Kirkby, in a plain grave. The stone merely recorded ‘Robert Atherton
1861–1930’ – a sad end to an interesting but rather tragic life.
With thanks to Alan Woodward for his extensive notes on the life of
Robert Atherton.
Ruth Gill
—
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